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Task Planning Schedule - 2016/2017

Task # Headline Task - and sub-tasks Task Owner Task Deadline Task Status Other information/Notes

1 Stakeholder Relationship Database

1.1
To discuss approach / platform for an SRD with DMcP Greg Nov-2016 In Progress GLO/DMcP to catch up to establish what is already there and what structure 

can be used for the IAESB; Sonia has sent through some screenshots of iMIS 
and is following up with some questions.

1.1.1
Sub-Task Force discussion with IFAC database contacts (initial call) All Dec-2016 In Progress Sub-Task Force (GLO, SW, RB) to have a preliminary call with IFAC database 

team to find out some initial information about how the database works, 
tagging, numbers of entries, accessibility etc

1.1.2

Sub-Task Force database scenario testing All Jan-2017 Not Started
Sub-Task Force to work through a range of scenarios in terms of how the 
information may need to be used, accessed and for what purpose. Task Force 
then to liaise with David McP to organise a call with the database team to see 
what (if anything) may need or can be changed for IAESB purposes.

1.1.3
Liaise with IFAC re legal application or use of data Suzie Nov-2016 Completed Suzie to send through to David McPeak - re permissions around use of data and 

to pass through to IFAC database team for initial discussions

1.1.4

(if need a separate IAESB database) Develop format for data 
collection by TF members and IFAC

Suzie Dec-2016 Paused SW/RB To put together a standard template to making input and data 
collection of information standard; this can also be discussed as part of initial 
discussions with database tea; to establish to what extent the existing database 
(or any 'new' database) can tag information (for example academics who may 
be experts on a specific subject or individuals who may be interested in certain 
types of education issues).

1.2

Start to populate database using survey data & CAP information Sonia Nov-2016 Paused To find out what information we have about key stakeholders (at a minimum 
education contacts at member bodies, regional organisations, forum of firms 
members etc); we already have the IMIS database so Sonia will confirm how 
we can access/navigate for IAESB relationship purposes.

1.2.1 Map existing database data to identify gaps Sonia Dec-2016 In Progress Including looking at those people who responded to the survey.

1.2.2 Gather contact details from regional organisations All Dec-2016 In Progress Sidharta, Robert to look after PAFA, SAFA ; GLO to seek out South American 
ones; Rachel to find UK ones;  if not already captured by IFAC

1.2.3 Gather contact details from global academic organisations Keryn Dec-2016 In Progress KC has provided an initial list - GLO to pass through to DMcP for IFAC checks; 
KC will provide updates as they arise.

1.2.4 To obtain contact details for former TA, Member and CAG 
Member potential ambassador contacts

Sonia Dec-2016 In Progress Details go back to 2013 (as per Sonia) - may need to think if we need to go 
further back?

1.2.5 To agree tagging protocols for various contacts All Mar-2017 In Progress To be discussed during TF call in March 
2 Supporting Engagement 

2.1

Draft template (information gathering request tool) for IAESB 
usage

Greg Nov-2016 Completed
At the request of the PS WG - to focus on needs, timing, usage, details of 
request and potential respondent; GLO to update and circulate revised 
document to SECTF for comment.now finalised and shared with DMcP

2.1.1 Task force to finish review of info gathering request form All Jan-2017 Completed To finish on Jan 2017 call, SECTF asked GLO to provide a cover note for usage 
of the form

2.2 To perform a review of the global gateway Keryn Jan-2017 Completed KC has performed this, we now need to review it as a TF and to identify any 
additional questions to ask of IFA. Discussed with IFAC.

2.2.1 To obtain input to SECTF queries All Jan-2017 Completed SECTF to review initial global gateway review and to provide input or additional 
questions for us to pass through to DMcP/IFAC

2.2.2 To obtain IFAC response to SECTF queries David Jan-2017 Completed DMcP to follow up after Task Force review/inpu. Call held.

2.3 Work with AMV on strategy for deployment of SWP for 2017-2021 
announcment

Greg Dec-2016 Completed To discuss what is needed and think about announcment format (to draft proto 
type email)

2.3.1 At Chair's request, GLO to put communication plan together and 
to share with DMcP

Greg Feb-2017 Completed
To share with Task Force on Feb call

2.3.2 Design standards setting process content and arrange for video of 
this with voice over to be produced

All Apr-2017 Review Now with IFAC for production, to complement the SWP when it is launched; for 
review by IAESB, Steering Committee, CAG.

2.3.3

SECTF to draft example of thought-leadership personal 
perspectives

All Apr-2017 Review
To accompany launch of SWP - to provide an insight into different personal 
perspectives which can be used via the global gateway to socialise the SWP. 
GLO to share example format/content to other SEC TF members. Examples to 
go to DWG, Steering Committee, CAG and full Board.

2.4 Start to outline contents of the ambassador toolkit All Apr-2017 Review TF has brainstormed ideas and will seek CAG and IAESB for input on this during 
next set of meetings.

2.5

Can we develop some example 'education alerts' to show IAESB 
members/TA what we mean by this

All Jun-2017 Not Started This was mentioned by the IAESB - I think we should do some mock-ups in the 
new email format of how we can brand/badge or point to other information 
from member bodies around education.To discuss on TF calls after April IAESB / 
CAG meetings

2.6

To draft wording of first email/comms for stakeholders we are 
reaching out to the first time

Rachel Jan-2017 Completed
Rachel and Suzie to work on this together.  This was for 'new' individuals or 
existing individuals whose information may have been captured for other 
reasons (i.e. sign up to IAESB contacts list)- sent to DMcP

2.7 Start to develop a communications grid for 2017/2018 Greg Dec-2016 Review GLO to draft outline communications grid- shared with DMcP

2.7.1 SECTF to provide feedback on communications grid All Dec-2016 Completed Task Force call - January 2017, GLO to update and provide cover note for the 
Steering Committee input followed by the wider Board

2.7.2 Outline a process for annual/periodic communications planning All Apr-2017 Not Started To put together a process diagram showing involvement of SECTF, Task Force 
Chairs, Steering Committee, Board input

2.8
Develop engagement with African Congress of Accounting 
contacts

Robert Jun-2017 In Progress
RZ to work with Issac and Edwin to help identify potential member firms for an 
online webinar to discuss implementation issues/problem areas.

2.9

Build strategic engagement with GAA education directors David Mar-2017 Completed
Through Mark Allison an opportunity has arisen for use to have a more 
coordinated input to the GAA Education Directors, GLO and Chris Austin will 
present at a meeting Dublin, DMcP has been organising this and hosted an 
agenda setting call on March 1s. Attendance completed.



3 IAESB Website and Comms improvements

3.1 Perform 'fresh' pair of eyes review of the IAESB website Sidharta Nov-2016 Completed Sidharta to organise and Robert to also find someone to assist on this too, task 
force has now reviewed and sent to DMcP

3.1.1
Task Force Members to perform a review of IAESB website piece All Dec-2016 Completed All to send in comments to provide views on a) identified changes b) short term 

vs long term changes c) any additional ideas to be included. Part G comments 
updated for Task Force discussion

3.1.2

To speak with IFAC about the potential for changes in the website 
platform, including making IESs more accessible, the content 
about the IAESB activities more available to users and more 
interesting

David Jan-2017 Completed
We may need to engage with IFAC website support of comms to find out what 
is possible - GLO & DMcP to have a call with IFAC website team w/c 23 Jan 
2017. Discussion held, minor changes made - awaiting appointment of new 
director who will seek input from the Chair of SSBs

3.1.3
To establish how, what and when IAESB can use IFAC 
communications platforms

David Dec-2017 In Progress We may need to engage with IFAC website support of comms to find out what 
is possible - GLO to speak with DMcP to establish who is best to speak with on 
this.To await appointment of new individual.

3.2
To speak with IFAC about monthly or quarterly email notification 
formats from the IAESB

David Jun-2017 Research We may need to engage with IFAC website support of comms to find out what 
is possible - GLO to speak with DMcP to establish who is best to speak with on 
this.

3.2.1
SEC TF to collate 'good' examples of email communciations (not 
confined to IFAC) so we can identify the better ones for the IAESB

All Nov-2016 Completed
Contributions received from SW, RB and GLO - all to collate, pdf and send to 
GLO; reminder sent to task force w/c 28 Nov.

3.3
To set up video lead-ins by non-English speakers to the IAESB and 
the work of the IAESB

David Apr-2017 In Progress GLO and DMcP already discussed with Blanca, Sylvia for a Spanish version - to 
be drafted by DMcP/GLO ahead of the April meeting and recorded in New York; 
YK is also happy to do a Korean version too.

3.4

Establish with Megan if global gateway can have education 
category and/or tagging?

Megan Dec-2016 Completed
There's mention of 'students' as a potential user of the site - but nothing in 
terms of IAESB/education activities; could we include links to IAESB, IESs, 
toolkits, resources for implementation?No plans to change at the moment as 
only just relaunched - our content can go under Finance and Development

4 IAESB Task Force activity and planning

4.1 To start to develop papers for April 2017 CAG/IAESB meeting or 
update content

Greg Mar-2017 Review
To start putting together papers for review by SEC TF on March call

4.2 To set up call dates for SEC TF (approx every 6-7 weeks) Sonia Nov-2016 Completed Dates sent through to ST who will use doodle.com to confirm with task force 
members availability before sending out invite dates.

4.3
To work out if there's a shared portal / site we can use as a Task 
Force to help share information (rather than relying on emails) 

Sonia Nov-2016 In Progress Sonia and I looked at Google but seemed to have problems setting up a site. To 
consider if drop box could be an option. SECTF to discuss if any additional ideas.

4.4
To add in a webex link to calls Sonia Feb-2017 Completed To plan to have a webex link for all upcoming SECTF calls so that we can share 

documents visually during the call. IFAC is reviewing their current tools - will 
hold off till we have confirmation
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